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Agenda

13:00 – 15:00

Topics covered:
1. National AEB tender overview
2. Scoring and how funding AEB will be allocated
3. What can we learn from past ESFA tenders?
4. Adult level 3 offer (National Skills Fund) – identifying it and £
5. Statutory entitlements – identifying it and £
6. Local flexibility – identifying it and £
7. Sector-based work academy programmes – identifying it and £
8. Key aspects of national AEB funding eligibility and evidence (rules)
9. Key aspects of national AEB funding formula and rates
10. Completing the tender volumes and values spreadsheet
11. Using Nick’s AEB tender calculator for profiling funding
12. Final tender Q&A session

All slides and a recording of this webinar will be sent to attendees
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1. National AEB tender overview

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect
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AEB national tender for 2021/22
“A ‘transitional’ (short-term) procurement based on current AEB policy to support
learners until Further Education (FE) Reform policy embeds and to provide access
for learners to the new National Skills Fund (NSF) Level 3 adult offer”. Grant
funding (colleges and LAs) to continue into next year as normal for now.
Aug 2020

April 2021

Aug 2021

Aug 2022

Apr 2022

Apr 2022

Aug 2022

AEB allocation 2020/21
NSF budget 2020-21

Launch of LSG
Level 3 offer

AEB allocation 2021/22
transition to NSF
NSF budget 2021-22

This will depend on NSF consultation due in Spring

NSF allocation?
Door left open for extra year or transition
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AEB national tender for 2021/22
“The Services to be delivered under the Contracts will support Covid-19
recovery and will be focused to support skills which boost productivity
and enhance the adult skills system. These specifically are:
“National Skills Funding Level 3 adult offer: a new offer to allow all adults to
access a first fully-funded Level 3 qualification in high-value subjects and in
priority areas, above the current age cap of 23. This is part of the government’s
Lifetime Skills Guarantee. Delivery of the Level 3 adult offer to Learners aged 24
and over will be ringfenced and not subject to the ESFA AEB Funding flexibilities.
“Expansion of DWP’s Sector-Based Work Academy Programme (SWAP): there is a
need to focus on measures that support the unemployed into work. SWAP does this
directly through Job Centres and their work coaches. SWAP helps employers with
immediate and future job needs by upskilling job seekers to fill locally identified
vacancies. A SWAP placement has three main components: pre-employment
training, work experience placements and a guaranteed job interview. The AEB
funds the pre-employment training component.”

No requirement to deliver these – but they are being prioritised
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ITT 474 / project 4936

https://education.app.jaggaer.com/web/login.html
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AEB procurement read me first doc
Highlights (34 pages)
ESFA has set aside £157m but is only tendering £73m (of which
£7m is ring fenced Level 3 adult offer and £66m is for ‘AEB
general’ – of which £13.2m is held back to secure geographical
coverage) – leaving first round bidding of £52.8m for ‘AEB
general’ for whole of England
Note: The last AEB national tender was in 2017, for £110m. In that
year results were due in May, it was heavily oversubscribed and
results were delayed until August.
But value lower as Traineeships and Community Learning excluded
Learners resident inside devolved areas excluded (now also North of Tyne MCA)
The unpublished 2021/22 funding rules and rates will apply – but assume
current year applies for now (v5 rules and v4 rates as at today)
Funding to pay for starts from 1 August 2021 to 31 July 2022
and completions by 31 July 2023. Possible 1 year extension
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Timetable (assuming no delays)
Activity

Date

Prior Information Notice

16 December 2020

Contract Notice sent to Find a Contract

5 February 2021

Invitation to Tender published on Jaggaer

5 February 2021

Clarification window in relation to Tenders opens

5 February 2021

Clarification window in relation to Tenders closes

17.00pm on 12 March 2021

Deadline for receipt of Tenders

10.00am on Monday 22 March 2021

Evaluation of Tenders

March – June 2021

Notices of Decision to Award the Contract issued, and Voluntary standstill
24 June 2021
period commences
Standstill Period ends

Midnight at the end of 5 July 2021

Contracts entered into from

6 July 2021

Anticipated Service Start Date

1 August 2021
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Tender contract value caps & minimum
Provider Class

New Provider

Sub-Contractor

Existing Provider

Description
Tender Cap
An organisation that does not have a grant or
contractual arrangement with the Authority to deliver
UKPRN registered entities current
ESFA funded provision such as traineeships,
apprenticeships, AEB and other similar skills training published turnover/total income
from 2019-2020 (or 2018-19 if 2019which is in force as at 5 February 2021 (either
20 not available) financial year or
because it is a new provider or because it has
delivered funded provision previously but does not
£1m; whichever is lower
have a contractual arrangement with the ESFA in
force at the 5 February 2021.)
Any organisation that, is contracted, as at 5 February UKPRN registered entities current
2021, as a sub-contractor through a main contracted published turnover/total income
provider to deliver ESFA funded provision, such as
from 2019-2020 (or 2018-19 if 2019traineeships, apprenticeships, AEB and other similar
20 not available) or £2m
skills training, English or maths or planned onwhichever is lower
programme assessment.
Any organisation that has a grant or contractual
agreement with the Authority to deliver ESFA funded
provision such as traineeships, apprenticeships
(including an Apprenticeship Agreement as well as a
Contract awarded under Non Levy Apprenticeship
Procurement), AEB and other similar skills training
which is in force as at 5 February 2021.

UKPRN registered entities current
published turnover/total income
from 2019-2020 (or 2018-19 if 201920 not available) financial year or

£3m, whichever is lower

The lowest value contract that the Authority will award is £150,000
Will everyone apply above the cap in anticipating of prorating?
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All new volumes and values spreadsheets (v2)

More on this later
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Eligible LAs (upper tier) in each region
East Midlands
(Derby, Derbyshire, Leicester, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire,
Rutland)
East of England
(Bedford, Central Bedfordshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Luton, Norfolk, Southend-on-Sea, Suffolk, Thurrock)
North East
(County Durham, Gateshead, South Tyneside, Sunderland)
North West
(Blackburn with Darwen, Blackpool, Cheshire East, Cheshire West, Cumbria, Lancashire, Warrington)
South East
(Bracknell Forest, Brighton and Hove, Buckinghamshire, East Sussex, Hampshire, Isle of Wight, Kent, Medway,
Milton Keynes, Oxfordshire, Portsmouth, Reading, Slough, Southampton, Surrey, west Berkshire, West Sussex,
Windsor and Maidenhead, Wokingham)
South West
(Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole, Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Gloucestershire, Isles of Scilly, North Somerset,
Plymouth, Somerset, Swindon, Torbay, Wiltshire)
West Midlands
(Herefordshire, County of, Shropshire, Staffordshire, Stoke-on-Trent, Telford and Wrekin, Warwickshire,
Worcestershire)
Yorkshire and The Humber
(East Riding of Yorkshire, Kingston upon Hull, City of, North East Lincolnshire, North Lincolnshire, North Yorkshire)

No London as that’s fully devolved to the GLA
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FAQs (check the messages on the portal)
Around 200 questions have been asked
and ‘answered’

But I have an unanswered questions about the adult L3 offer…
More on that later
12
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2. Scoring and how funding
AEB will be allocated

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect
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Technical questions &
weightings
Technical Question
Weighting

Max Score

Maximum
Weighted Score

40%

5

200

30%

5

150

30%

5

150

100%

Maximum Total
Technical Weighted
Score:

500

Question 1 – Delivery plan for the service
(Max: 3500 characters)
Question 2 – Engaging and supporting Learners
(Max: 3000 characters)
Question 3 – Engaging and understanding local
area need and responding to national priorities
(Max: 3000 characters)
TOTAL

14
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Scoring scale
Score Description Criteria

5
4
3

The response fully and successfully meets the criteria detailed and has provided
proposals and plans which demonstrate that they can deliver the programme to an
excellent standard and will bring significant added value / benefit to the Authority.
Excellent

Full and relevant evidence is provided to support the response and explain how the
Potential Contractor will satisfy the criteria in full and to a high standard.
The response fully and successfully meets the criteria detailed.

Good

Satisfactory

2

Poor

1

Very Poor

0

Unacceptable

Full and relevant evidence is provided to support the response and explain how the
Potential Contractor will satisfy the criteria in full.
The response meets the criteria to a satisfactory standard but may lack some clarity
or detail in how the proposed solutions will be achieved.
Relevant evidence is provided to support the response. Lack of clarity and any
missing evidence or detail is only minor.
The response satisfies only some of the criteria detailed in the question,
or
the response exhibits some omissions with regard to meeting the criteria detailed,
or
some evidence is provided to support the response, but this is lacking in sufficient
detail in one or more areas.
The response clearly fails to meet a number of criteria detailed in the question,
or
the response exhibits clear and significant omissions with regard to meeting the
criteria detailed,
or
inadequate or no supporting evidence has been provided to support the response.
The Potential Contractor’s response is absent or incomplete and/or the Potential
Contractor has proposals that are not relevant to the Authority’s requirements. The
response does not meet the Authority’s requirements.
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Allocations

(£66m AEB general
and £7m L3 adult offer available)

ESFA ranks based on score
If lots get the same score then they order in blocks
L3 adult offer (£7m) gets allocated first to block 1, then block 2 etc,
but if insufficient funds the ESFA will pro-rate funding
Process is then repeated for the AEB general
“this process includes the prioritisation Eligible Tenders in which the
Potential Contractor has specified intended delivery of SWAP. This is
in reflection of SWAP being a Government priority”
20% of the available funding has been held back to allocate with
geographical coverage in mind – again pro-rating where there are
insufficient funds
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3. What can we learn from
past ESFA tenders?

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect
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Past AEB and apprenticeship tenders
> Failed bids as questions not answered fully (ESFA scores based on not knowing
you and they say the don’t cross-reference different answers)
> ESFA highly likely to pro-rate down to below £150k minimum allocations for many
I’d expect pro-rating down by at least 50%. Gives you a reason to bid above tender cap

https://feweek.co.uk/2017/12/08/revealed-non-levytender-result-regional-variations/

https://feweek.co.uk/2017/08/16/adulteducation-budget-descends-into-chaos/
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4. Adult level 3 offer (National Skills
Fund) – identifying it and £

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect

19

Level 3 adult offer

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
qualifications-in-new-funded-offers

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/national-skills-fund#level-3-adult-offer

20
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Free level 3 (for those without a full level 3)
From 1
August 2020
From 1
April 2021

From 1
April 2021

19-23 first full level 3
19-23 level 3 adult offer
(includes many non-full quals)
plus rate increase
24+ level 3 adult offer
(includes non-full quals)
plus rate increase

21

Learner
contributions

New in
funding
rules doc v5

22
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Funding rates
increases
(£600 or £150)
for Level 3
Adult offer
But is the increase
applied to the
unweighted or
programme
weighted rate?
I have asked the
DfE for an answer

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/adult-education-budget-aeb-funding-rates-and-formula-2020-to-2021

23

Finding cat 45 (£600) and 46 (£150)

Old LARs
https://hub.fasst.org.uk/learning%20ai
ms/pages/default.aspx

New LARs
https://findalearningaimbeta.fasst.org.uk/

24
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I’ve linked the DfE spreadsheet with LARs database to
assign correct base rate increase (£600 or £150)
Waiting for DfE to confirm it should be added to the weighted base rate

My spreadsheet is included as a tab in my AEB tender calculator
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5. Statutory entitlements –
identifying it and £

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect
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Entitlements = fully funded

“If an individual meets the legal entitlement eligibility
criteria, you must not charge them any course fees.”
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New digital quals

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/digital-qualificationsevaluation-progress/essential-digital-skills-qualifications-progress-so-far
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Legal entitlement eligible qualifications
New
website

Spreadsheet
download
https://www.qua
lifications.educat
ion.gov.uk/Home
/Downloads

But still
sends you
to LARS
https://www.qualifications.education.gov.uk/Search
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Legal entitlement eligible qualifications

Old LARs
https://hub.fasst.org.uk/learning%20ai
ms/pages/default.aspx

New LARs
https://findalearningaimbeta.fasst.org.uk/
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6. Local flexibility –
identifying it and £

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect

31

Local flexibility

“Learners aged 19 to 23 progressing towards their first
full level 2, must undertake learning at entry and/or
level 1 only from local flexibility”

32
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Local flexibility
Two types of local flexibility:
1. Qualifications and components/units
learning aim must be in the ‘Local
Old Lars
Flexibility’ category (40).
2. Non-regulated
learning aims must be Category A (23)

E.g. Z0001543 for “Non regulated Adult
skills formula funded provision, Entry
Level, Preparation for Work, 101 to 196
hrs, PW A”

Old Lars

Or Category B for English,
ESOL and maths
33

Local
flexibility
examples

https://findalearningaimbeta.fasst.org.uk/
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7. Sector-based work academy
programmes – identifying it and £

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect
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SWAPs
High DWP
priority
with rapid
growth
plans (jointly
run with DfE)

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/adult-education-budget-aeb-funding-rules-2020-to-2021
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8. Key aspects of national AEB funding
eligibility and evidence (rules)

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect
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Funding rules
“This document forms part of
the terms and conditions of
funding and you must read them
in conjunction with your funding
agreement. You must operate
within the terms and conditions
of the funding agreement, these
rules, and the Individualised
Learner Record (ILR)
specification. If you do not, you
are in breach of your funding
agreement with us.”

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/adult-educationbudget-aeb-funding-rules-2020-to-2021

38
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Residency eligibility

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/adult
-education-budget-aeb-fundingrules-2020-to-2021

Identify an eligibility lead at the provider to
make the final decision and liaise with Home
Office where needed
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Evidence requirements

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/ad
ult-education-budget-aebfunding-rules-2020-to-2021

“The evidence pack must contain evidence to
support the funding claimed and must be
available to us if we need it.”

40
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9. Key aspects of national AEB
funding formula and rates

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect
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Funding rates and
formula
“This document sets out the
principles and features of our
funding system for the 2020 to
2021 funding year (1 August to
31 July) for ESFA funded Adult
Education Budget (AEB) delivery
and 16 to 18 Traineeships. We
may make changes to these
principles and features during
the funding year.”

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/adult-educationbudget-aeb-funding-rates-and-formula-2020-to-2021

42
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AEB fully funded formula
The base rate and programme weighting form part of a larger formula

BR
Base rate

x

x

PW
Programme
weighting

DU

x

ACU

Disadvantage Area cost
uplift
uplift

=
Funding

PW = Set for each aim based on the Sector Subject Area assigned to the
aim. They are A (1), B (1.12), C (1.3), D (1.6) and E (1.72)
DU = Based on learner’s home postcode. If in one of the 27% most deprived
areas (based on IMD 2015 in 20/21) then the DU is between 1.084 and 1.336
ACU = Based on delivery location, this is a South East weighting which rises
the closer the delivery to central London (1.2 max)

43

The base rate for the relevant learning aim
comes via single activity matrix (SAM)
£14

£16

£18

High
rate
(1.6 PW)
£22

£21

£24

£27

£27

£36

5 to 6

£35

£39

£46

£46

£60

7 to 12

£50

£56

£65

£80

£86

Small

£100

£112

£130

£160

£172

21 to 44

£150

£168

£195

£240

£258

45 to 68
69 to 92
93 to 100

Medium

£300
£450
£600

£336
£504
£672

£390
£585
£780

£480
£720
£960

£516
£774
£1,032

£724

£811

£941

£1,159

£1,246

£1,265
£1,987
£2,573
£4,170
£6,602

£1,417
£2,225
£2,882
£4,670
£7,395

£1,645
£2,583
£3,345
£5,421
£8,583

£2,025
£3,179
£4,117
£6,671
£10,564

£2,176
£3,417
£4,425
£7,172
£11,356

Funding bands hours

Type

Up to 2
3 to 4

13 to 20

Very small

101 to 196
197 to 292
293 to 388
389 to 580
581 to 1060
1061 or more

Large

Very large

Base rate Low rate Medium rate
(1 PW) (1.12 PW)
(1.3 PW)

Specialist rate
(1.72)*
£24
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Other funding rates

BUT ALWAYS CHECK LARS

Annual funding cap of £4,400 for each learner each year, before weightings
Learning Support a fixed monthly rate of £150

45

AEB co-funded formula
Funding is reduced by half the unweighted base rate

BR

x

PW

x

DU

x

ACU

_

BR

x 0.5 =

The co-funded amount deducted from funding is
half the value listed for that learning aim on LARS
So if you choose to set fees on this level, it is the same
for that base rate for all learners across England

46
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Qualifying period for funding
An learning aim will only be counted if it is funded, and will only be funded if
it is eligible AND passes the qualifying period
The length of the learning aim is defined by the calendar days (including
weeks) between the start date and the end date in the ILR
Length of learning aim

Qualifying period

168 days (24 weeks)

42 days (6 weeks)

14 to 167 days (2 – 24 weeks)

14 days (2 weeks)

Fewer than 14 days (under 2 weeks)

1 day (1 attendance)

If a learning aim has and actual end date before the qualifying period and is
an early completer then the aim is counted and all of the funding is earned
If a learning aim has and actual end date before the qualifying period and is
not completed then the aim is not counted and no funding is earned

47

Monthly funding instalments
Funding for each learning aim is paid in monthly instalments according to the
start and end dates in the ILR, based on a standard formula
On programme payments are 80% of the weighted co- or full-funding and paid
monthly (with double in month one). This is paid for the months before their
actual end date.
Achievement payment for remaining 20% paid in the month of the actual end
date where the aim is fully achieved
For example, a 9 month learning aim with weighted funding of £1000 would
be paid across 10 instalments as follows:
£200
£160

1

£80

£80

£80

2

3

4

£80

5

£80

6

£80

7

£80

8

£80

9

10

Monthly instalments
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10. Completing the tender volumes
and values spreadsheet

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect
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Here is
v2 in all
it’s glory

Let’s
take a
closer
look…

50
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11. Using Nick’s AEB tender
calculator for profiling funding

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect

51

Outstanding questions with DfE. Answers
needed before calculator completion
For the level 3 adult offer, which “rate” is the
£150 and £600 “uplift” added to? The
unweighted or weighted?
For the level 3 adult offer, should 19 to
23-year-olds be included in the volumes
and values spreadsheet?

Once these are resolved I’ll finalise the calculator, send
it to you with a video of how to complete it. I don’t
want you having multiple versions.
52
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Final Q&A

Nick Linford
Director at Lsect
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